
ONLINE TOURNAMENTS 2021

Recent times hasted the need for the NAF to gather two teams to run online ranked 
tournament more frequently on the two main online Blood Bowl platforms - FUMBBL and BB2.


Both teams and the NAF TD have been in touch in order to optimize this process, 
synchronizing their tournament calendar, rules and procedures. 

4 weekly tournaments a year 
2 squad - 2 individual

2 fixed - 2 open to other TO’s to apply

BB2016 / 2020 rules

2 LIVE! (weekend) tournaments a year 
1 fixed

1 open to other TO’s to apply

4 weekly tournaments a year 
All open to other TO’s to apply

Admins: Neilwat   Stimme   Stingray Admins: KFoged   Obsidian   Poncho

CRP rules

Weekend tournaments as requested 
All open to other TO’s to apply

Depending on the main calendar

TO’s should contact the admins of the respective platform where they want to apply their 
event. They can be reached by pm or Discord. 

Send ruleset, poster and logo / lettering of the event. 
 
Events should be run by appliance order unless the format isn’t adequate. 
 
Admins will agree with you a date, agree eventual rules modifications if needed and run your 
event.

APPLY TOURNAMENT
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Starting on April 2021, tournament organizers outside the NAF Online teams will also be 
able to run sanctioned tournaments by themselves, not being limited to the Online 
team’s calendar.

ONLINE TOURNAMENTS 2021

Tournaments will be limited to 1 a month for each timezone (EU, US, OC). 

Only weekend tournaments allowed. 

1 day events:   minimum participants 12 - maximum 32  
2 days events: minimum participants 12 - maximum 64 

Open to any coach.

MAIN RULES
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ADMINS’ GUIDE 

Inform TO’s about possible dates and 
mandatory procedures


Check rules adapting them if needed, 
and approve the event


Submit event on the NAF calendar on the 
site


Follow up procedures and retrieve 
relevant info during and at the end of the 
event


Submit the tournament results on the 
NAF site

TO’s GUIDE 

Contact an admin from the online 
platform you wish to run your event 
with, at the least, 6 weeks notice


Send rules for approval


Divulge the tournament on agreed 
timing on adequate platforms


Check and accept rosters


Be responsible for all the event’s 
communication, running it on the 
agreed dates


